
   

REPORT - TRAINING COURSE FOR YOUNG 

PEOPLE/YOUTH LEADERS.  

23 NOVEMBER – 14 DECEMBER 2020 

 
The course took place from the 23th November to the 14th December online, through the Google Meet 

platform. 

The main purpose was to create a training course with students, through the methods of non-formal 

education, with the aim of raising awareness among the participants on the issue of racism and 

invisible racism, activating proactive behaviors in the communities to which they belong and 

experimenting with specific initiatives. 

The activities were held by Silvia Volpi, Stefania Zamparelli, Carlo Andorlini and Alessandra 

Viviani. 

Videos and websites 

The participants had the chance to watch some videos, filmed by R.E.D.U or made by students or 

associations, about racism and cliches in order to start a positive conversation about the themes and 

the issues of the course.  

- “Would you stop if you saw this little girl on the street? | UNICEF” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQcN5DtMT-0) 

- “Consent is a cup of tea” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQbei5JGiT8) 

- “Doll test - The effects of racism on children” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRZPw-9sJtQ) 

- “Fa bene – Mercato Piazza Foroni”  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxjqlCTrOzg) 

- Marti Bas alias Marta Giannello Guida Poem 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NT0PyG9oYc) 

 

The participants also have the opportunity to read and recommend some articles about racism: 

- “Pestaggi e razzismo, arrestati 4 trapper a Roma” 

(https://www.ansa.it/lazio/notizie/2020/11/04/pestaggi-e-razzismo-arrestati-4-trapper-a-

roma_ebfb204d-7c78-435d-8857-1d4531552724.html)  

- “Cronache di ordinario razzismo” 

(http://www.cronachediordinariorazzismo.org/tag/razzismo/) 

- “Jacob Blake ferito dalla polizia con sette colpi alla schiena” 

(https://www.iltempo.it/esteri/2020/08/24/video/jacob-blake-video-afroamericano-ucciso-

colpi-schiena-polizia-figlia-immagini-george-floyd-24298595/) 

- “Wisconsin, sette colpi alla schiena davanti ai 3 bambini, polizia violenta” 

(https://www.corriere.it/esteri/20_agosto_24/wisconsin-agente-spara-afroamericano-

schiena-grave-d6a92be2-e621-11ea-943c-b2c77e7530c9.shtml) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQcN5DtMT-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQbei5JGiT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRZPw-9sJtQ
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D4NT0PyG9oYc
https://www.ansa.it/lazio/notizie/2020/11/04/pestaggi-e-razzismo-arrestati-4-trapper-a-roma_ebfb204d-7c78-435d-8857-1d4531552724.html
https://www.ansa.it/lazio/notizie/2020/11/04/pestaggi-e-razzismo-arrestati-4-trapper-a-roma_ebfb204d-7c78-435d-8857-1d4531552724.html
http://www.cronachediordinariorazzismo.org/tag/razzismo/
https://www.iltempo.it/esteri/2020/08/24/video/jacob-blake-video-afroamericano-ucciso-colpi-schiena-polizia-figlia-immagini-george-floyd-24298595/
https://www.iltempo.it/esteri/2020/08/24/video/jacob-blake-video-afroamericano-ucciso-colpi-schiena-polizia-figlia-immagini-george-floyd-24298595/
https://www.corriere.it/esteri/20_agosto_24/wisconsin-agente-spara-afroamericano-schiena-grave-d6a92be2-e621-11ea-943c-b2c77e7530c9.shtml
https://www.corriere.it/esteri/20_agosto_24/wisconsin-agente-spara-afroamericano-schiena-grave-d6a92be2-e621-11ea-943c-b2c77e7530c9.shtml


   
 

 

-   “Jacob Blake – Black Lives Matter” 

(https://eu.greenvilleonline.com/picture-gallery/news/local/south-carolina/2020/08/29/jacob-

blake-black-lives-matter-greenville-march-protest-rally-downtown-falls-park-

photos/5661193002/). 

- “TikTok censura i disabili per proteggerli? Contro il bullismo l’app dei record rischia la 

discriminazione” 

(https://www.repubblica.it/tecnologia/social-

network/2019/12/03/news/tiktok_censura_i_disabili_per_proteggerli_contro_il_bullismo_l_

app_dei_record_rischia_la_discriminazione-242501460/) 

- “Me lo togliete da qui?". Donna contro il bimbo disabile sull'autobus” 

(https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/me-togliete-vicino-donna-discrimina-bimbo-

disabile-su-1784530.html) 

- “Stranieri accoltellati per motivi razziali, presi tre aggressori” 

(https://www.riminitoday.it/cronaca/stranieri-accoltellati-per-motivi-razziali-presi-tre-

aggressori.html) 

- “ISLAM E ITALIA. DIETRO IL NO ALLO IUS SOLI, LA DISCRIMINAZIONE 

RELIGIOSA?” 

(https://www.stradeonline.it/istituzioni-ed-economia/2978-islam-e-italia-dietro-il-no-allo-

ius-soli-la-discriminazione-religiosa#) 

- “Silvia Romano: "Ecco come sono diventata Aisha. Il velo è per me simbolo di libertà"” 

(https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2020/07/06/news/silvia_romano_rapita_milano_aisha_

conversione_islam-261120301/ ) 

- “Libera. Silvia Romano, odio social su riscatto e conversione. Bassetti: nostra figlia” 

(https://www.avvenire.it/attualita/pagine/silvia-romano-diario-rimasto-in-mano-rapitori) 

- “Ragazzo di 18 anni vittima di un episodio di razzismo in Valtellina” 

(https://tg24.sky.it/milano/2020/09/19/valtellina-episodio-razzismo) 

- " Toscana, nuovo episodio di razzismo: un 40enne urla «Sei un ne**o di me**a, te ne devi 

andare» a un ragazzo” 

(https://www.open.online/2020/08/17/toscana-episodio-razzismo-40enne-insulta-ragazzo-

nero/) 

- “L’NBA e il razzismo, i giocatori dicono stop” 

(https://www.thewisemagazine.it/2020/08/29/lnba-e-il-razzismo-i-giocatori-dicono-stop/) 

- “Perché è difficile *spiegare* il razzismo” 

(https://medium.com/@oqueens95/perch%C3%A9-spiegare-il-razzismo-%C3%A8-difficile-

f667dbe5b09e) 

 

Speeches 

The participants attended two speeches.  

 

The first speech, held by Carlo Andorlini, was about Communities and how to activate people in 

order to build a better community. The meaning of “Community” was explained and then the speech 

taught participants about the learning community and how to work through the community. The 

community can have a strong potential due to meeting and linking different people and their skills so 

it can become an active citizenship experience and be antiracist.  

 

https://eu.greenvilleonline.com/picture-gallery/news/local/south-carolina/2020/08/29/jacob-blake-black-lives-matter-greenville-march-protest-rally-downtown-falls-park-photos/5661193002/
https://eu.greenvilleonline.com/picture-gallery/news/local/south-carolina/2020/08/29/jacob-blake-black-lives-matter-greenville-march-protest-rally-downtown-falls-park-photos/5661193002/
https://eu.greenvilleonline.com/picture-gallery/news/local/south-carolina/2020/08/29/jacob-blake-black-lives-matter-greenville-march-protest-rally-downtown-falls-park-photos/5661193002/
https://www.repubblica.it/tecnologia/social-network/2019/12/03/news/tiktok_censura_i_disabili_per_proteggerli_contro_il_bullismo_l_app_dei_record_rischia_la_discriminazione-242501460/
https://www.repubblica.it/tecnologia/social-network/2019/12/03/news/tiktok_censura_i_disabili_per_proteggerli_contro_il_bullismo_l_app_dei_record_rischia_la_discriminazione-242501460/
https://www.repubblica.it/tecnologia/social-network/2019/12/03/news/tiktok_censura_i_disabili_per_proteggerli_contro_il_bullismo_l_app_dei_record_rischia_la_discriminazione-242501460/
https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/me-togliete-vicino-donna-discrimina-bimbo-disabile-su-1784530.html
https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/me-togliete-vicino-donna-discrimina-bimbo-disabile-su-1784530.html
https://www.riminitoday.it/cronaca/stranieri-accoltellati-per-motivi-razziali-presi-tre-aggressori.html
https://www.riminitoday.it/cronaca/stranieri-accoltellati-per-motivi-razziali-presi-tre-aggressori.html
https://www.stradeonline.it/istituzioni-ed-economia/2978-islam-e-italia-dietro-il-no-allo-ius-soli-la-discriminazione-religiosa
https://www.stradeonline.it/istituzioni-ed-economia/2978-islam-e-italia-dietro-il-no-allo-ius-soli-la-discriminazione-religiosa
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2020/07/06/news/silvia_romano_rapita_milano_aisha_conversione_islam-261120301/
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2020/07/06/news/silvia_romano_rapita_milano_aisha_conversione_islam-261120301/
https://www.avvenire.it/attualita/pagine/silvia-romano-diario-rimasto-in-mano-rapitori
https://medium.com/@oqueens95/perch%C3%A9-spiegare-il-razzismo-%C3%A8-difficile-f667dbe5b09e
https://medium.com/@oqueens95/perch%C3%A9-spiegare-il-razzismo-%C3%A8-difficile-f667dbe5b09e


   
 

 

Working in the community means developing the community itself and enhancing its potential, this 

would lead to opportunities and benefits for all its members. 

 

The second speech, held by Alessandra Viviani, was about human rights and Agenda 2030 on 

developing a sustainable society. 

The teacher explained how the agenda is structured and how a sustainable society is strictly linked to 

human rights, antiracism and antidiscrimination. Countries and Governments have a strong role in 

building a society where everyone is included, they are supposed to create laws against exclusion and 

against racism and discrimination. Each citizen is nevertheless responsible in the community and, 

knowing how discrimination affect the wellness of its community, is supposed to act with respect 

towards cultural differences and to be antiracist in its everyday life. 

 

Non formal learning activities 

The purpose of the non-formal learning is to lead people to a deeper understanding of an issue starting 

not with a verbal definition but with an experience that involves body, emotions, feelings and thought. 

The activities organized helped the participants to: 

• Presentation: the participants, divided into groups, introduce themselves, tell about their 

interests and curiosities, and develop a presentation that represents the group; 

• Understand how and why they decided to take part to STAR project, how they got involved 

and interested in human rights and fight against injustice; 



   
 

• Identify a cartoon character who symbolizes a hero who fights racism for the group; upload 

the image on PADLET and to justify their choice; 

• Do a search about discrimination and show the results of their research, discuss and 

extrapolate the main characteristics; 

• Relax and recall a scene of invisible racism they have witnessed or heard of; they are asked 

to try to visualize the image of this episode, the context in which they found themselves, the 

atmosphere of the moment. They are asked to observe and remember what happened in detail, 

paying attention to the movements of the body and facial expressions of all the characters part 

of the scene. They are asked to remember the feelings they and others have experienced. 

Subsequently, divided into groups, they share their "scenes" and collect the action of racism, 

emotions and actors on PADLET 

• Designing a community action. The participants, divided into groups, try to plan a community 

action (they choose a name, describe the objectives they want to achieve, the place in which 

to carry out the action, the target, the times, what type of action they want to implement act, 

who are the actors carrying out the action, what roles they have, what result do they imagine 

they are pursuing and what change they expect). 

Thanks to non-formal learning they had the chance to express themselves in any occasion since the 

Camp was always open and gave everyone the time and the possibility to state their opinion and to 

share their thoughts.  

 

 

 



   
 

JAMBOARD thoughts  

At the beginning or at the end of each meeting, participants were asked to describe with a word or a 

phrase what discrimination means to them, what the meetings represented for them and what are the 

questions they ask themselves and the purposes they want to achieve. 

 

During the final day, the participants had the opportunity to show the community actions they had 

conceived and implemented. Lastly, they were asked to describe, through an image, what the STAR 

project represented for them. 



   

REPORT - TRAINING COURSE FOR YOUNG 

PEOPLE/YOUTH LEADERS.  

04 MARCH – 8 APRIL 2021 

 
The course took place from the 04th  March to the 08th April online, through the Google Meet platform. 

The main purpose was to create a training course with students, through the methods of non-formal 

education, with the aim of raising awareness among the participants on the issue of racism and 

invisible racism, activating proactive behaviors in the communities to which they belong and 

experimenting with specific initiatives. 

The activities were held by Silvia Volpi, Stefania Zamparelli, Carlo Andorlini and Alessandra 

Viviani. 

Videos and websites 

The participants had the chance to watch some videos, filmed by R.E.D.U or made by students or 

associations, about racism and cliches in order to start a positive conversation about the themes and 

the issues of the course.  

- “Would you stop if you saw this little girl on the street? | UNICEF” 

- “Doll test - The effects of racism on children” 

- “Fa bene – Mercato Piazza Foroni”  

 

The participants also have the opportunity to read and recommend some articles about racism: 

- In this video, Pietro Turano, an actor and activist from Rome, explains what is meant 

by minority stress and why it is unacceptable to witness, even today, scenes of 

discrimination and violence towards LGBTQ + people. 

- Pubblicità Progresso. In un video l'ironia dei bambini contro il razzismo 

- "L'Italia agli italiani!": come ci si comporta con un nero razzista? 

- Il racconto di Miguel: "Io insultato e riempito di sputi perché nero, ma vivo in Italia 

da 18 anni" 

- Psicosi coronavirus insulti gratuiti ai cinesi 

- Mama...I Can't Breathe!! | the Police Killed George Floyd 

- Cori razzisti contro Marega: il calcio deve fare di più? 

- George Floyd è morto soffocato dal razzismo 

- Insulti razzisti alla senatrice Liliana Segre: sul caso c’è un’inchiesta aperta già da un 

anno 

- Doll Test - Gli effetti del razzismo sui bambini 

- Silvia Romano e l’odio online che toglie voce alle donne 

- A Look at Race Relations through a Child's Eyes 

- Minacce online a Liliana Segre per il vaccino: perquisizioni e sequestri a un pensionato 

di Cagliari e a un quarantenne di Viterbo 

- Stereotipi e razzismo nelle campagne pubblicitarie 

- Educate Yourself 

- How to talk to other white people about race (& why it is necessary) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQcN5DtMT-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRZPw-9sJtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxjqlCTrOzg
https://www.facebook.com/frocyagram/videos/192342332213458/
https://www.avvenire.it/multimedia/pagine/il-razzismo-smontato-dall-ironia-dei-bambini
https://www.iene.mediaset.it/video/nero-razzista-italiani-nero_714681.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6s7f0yiNJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6s7f0yiNJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nqahVVBz74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpy7-9GhZI4
https://www.nordmilano24.it/2020/03/05/cori-razzisti-contro-marega-calcio/
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/06/01/george-floyd-e-morto-soffocato-dal-razzismo/155686/
https://www.lastampa.it/milano/2019/10/28/news/insulti-razzisti-alla-senatrice-liliana-segre-sul-caso-c-e-un-inchiesta-aperta-gia-da-un-anno-1.37800766
https://www.lastampa.it/milano/2019/10/28/news/insulti-razzisti-alla-senatrice-liliana-segre-sul-caso-c-e-un-inchiesta-aperta-gia-da-un-anno-1.37800766
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpe30KlqyKo
https://www.amnesty.it/silvia-romano-e-lodio-online-che-toglie-voce-alle-donne/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPVNJgfDwpw
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2021/03/03/news/liliana_segre_minacce_perquisizioni_sequestri_due_persone_milano_cagliari_viterbo-290047411/
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2021/03/03/news/liliana_segre_minacce_perquisizioni_sequestri_due_persone_milano_cagliari_viterbo-290047411/
https://www.hagam.it/stereotipi-razzismo-campagne-pubblicitarie/
https://blacklivesmatters.carrd.co/#educate
https://www.solid-ground.org/how-to-talk-to-other-white-people-about-race-why-its-necessary/


   
 

- Cyber-razzismo: come si diffonde online l’hate speech e quali conseguenze può 

comportare 

- Agbogbloshie: la discarica infernale per i nostri rifiuti elettronici 

- Demba Ba, ancora un episodio di razzismo: stavolta è il quarto uomo 

- La nba permetterà ai giocatori di indossare maglie con messaggi di sostegno alle 

proteste 

- Jacob Blake, la protesta antirazzista blocca l’Nba: i giocatori boicottano i play-off, i 

Milwaukee Bucks non scendono in campo  

- Torture nel carcere di San Gimignano, Salvini: "Gli agenti hanno fatto il loro lavoro" 

- Firenze, torture in carcere, scattano nove misure cautelari per agenti penitenziari 

- Modella senegalese in abito sardo: insulti e frasi xenofobe sui social 

Speeches 

The participants attended two speeches.  

 

The first speech, held by Alessandra Viviani, was about human rights and Agenda 2030 on developing 

a sustainable society. 

The teacher explained how the agenda is structured and how a sustainable society is strictly linked to 

human rights, antiracism and antidiscrimination. Countries and Governments have a strong role in 

building a society where everyone is included, they are supposed to create laws against exclusion and 

against racism and discrimination. Each citizen is nevertheless responsible in the community and, 

knowing how discrimination affect the wellness of its community, is supposed to act with respect 

towards cultural differences and to be antiracist in its everyday life. 

The second speech, held by Carlo Andorlini, was about Communities and how to activate people in 

order to build a better community. The meaning of “Community” was explained and then the speech 

taught participants about the learning community and how to work through the community.  

The community can have a strong potential due to meeting and linking different people and their 

skills so it can become an active citizenship experience and be antiracist. 

Working in the community means developing the community itself and enhancing its potential, this 

would lead to opportunities and benefits for all its members. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.stateofmind.it/2019/12/cyber-razzismo-conseguenze/
https://www.stateofmind.it/2019/12/cyber-razzismo-conseguenze/
https://www.liberopensiero.eu/04/03/2021/ambiente/agbogbloshie-la-discarica-infernale-per-i-nostri-rifiuti-elettronici/
https://www.ilposticipo.it/calcio/demba-ba-ancora-un-episodio-di-razzismo-stavolta-e-il-quarto-uomo/
https://www.nbapassion.com/nba/news-nba/giocatori-nba-divise-personalizzate-black-lives-matter-167607/
https://www.nbapassion.com/nba/news-nba/giocatori-nba-divise-personalizzate-black-lives-matter-167607/
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2020/08/26/jacob-blake-la-protesta-antirazzista-blocca-lnba-i-giocatori-boicottano-i-play-off-i-milwaukee-bucks-non-scendono-in-campo/5911653/amp/
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2020/08/26/jacob-blake-la-protesta-antirazzista-blocca-lnba-i-giocatori-boicottano-i-play-off-i-milwaukee-bucks-non-scendono-in-campo/5911653/amp/
https://firenze.repubblica.it/cronaca/2021/03/02/news/san_gimignano_torture_carcere_agenti_condanne_salvini-289966405/
https://firenze.repubblica.it/cronaca/2021/01/08/news/firenze_torture_in_carcere_scattano_nove_misure_cautelari-281657606/
https://www.sardiniapost.it/cronaca/modella-senegalese-in-abito-sardo-insulti-e-frasi-xenofobe-sui-social/


   

 

Non formal learning activities 

The purpose of the non-formal learning is to lead people to a deeper understanding of an issue starting 

not with a verbal definition but with an experience that involves body, emotions, feelings and thought. 

The activities organized helped the participants to: 

• Presentation: the participants, divided into groups, introduce themselves, tell about their 

interests and curiosities, and develop a presentation that represents the group; 

• Understand how and why they decided to take part to STAR project, how they got involved 

and interested in human rights and fight against injustice; 

• Identify a cartoon character who symbolizes a hero who fights racism for the group; upload 

the image on PADLET and to justify their choice; 

• Do a search about discrimination and show the results of their research, discuss and 

extrapolate the main characteristics; 

• Relax and recall a scene of invisible racism they have witnessed or heard of; they are asked 

to try to visualize the image of this episode, the context in which they found themselves, the 

atmosphere of the moment. They are asked to observe and remember what happened in detail, 

paying attention to the movements of the body and facial expressions of all the characters part 

of the scene. They are asked to remember the feelings they and others have experienced. 

Subsequently, divided into groups, they share their "scenes" and collect the action of racism, 

emotions and actors on PADLET. 

 

https://padlet.com/volpisilvia65/yon8g670ihq27818


   
 

• Designing a community action. The participants, divided into groups, try to plan a community 

action (they choose a name, describe the objectives they want to achieve, the place in which 

to carry out the action, the target, the times, what type of action they want to implement act, 

who are the actors carrying out the action, what roles they have, what result do they imagine 

they are pursuing and what change they expect). 

 

Thanks to non-formal learning they had the chance to express themselves in any occasion since the 

Camp was always open and gave everyone the time and the possibility to state their opinion and to 

share their thoughts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

JAMBOARD thoughts 

At the beginning or at the end of each meeting, participants were asked to describe with a word or a 

phrase what discrimination means to them, what the meetings represented for them and what are the 

questions they ask themselves and the purposes they want to achieve. 

 

During the final day, the participants had the opportunity to show the community actions they had 

conceived and implemented. Lastly, they were asked to describe with one word what the STAR 

project represented for them and they were asked complete an evaluation questionnaire which 

revealed: 

- a high degree of general satisfaction. The participants found the course interesting and 

stimulating, both from the point of view of the topics covered and of the learning methods; 

- that the participants were stimulated and encouraged to deepen the topics covered, also 

thanks to the materials provided during the course; 

- that all non-formal education activities (group work, moments of dialogue and 

confrontation, experiential methodology) were highly appreciated because they made 

learning dynamic, interactive and interesting; 

- that almost all of the participants intend to carry on the community projects created and 

presented during the last meeting of the project; 

- that, although the remote modality has made people feel the lack of interaction and the 

atmosphere that is usually created only live, it has allowed many more people to be able to 

take part in the course and, in any case, it did not negatively impact the performance of the 

activities and allowed the participants to connect create good relationships. 



   
 

 


